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ANILA CELA
I am twenty-three and I come from Albania . I am intelligent, friendly,
and I have a strong personality. My first impression of the camp was that
it was a good one. I've come here to learn more about human rights,
have exchange experiences and, of course, to enjoy the time spent here. I
think peace is something that we should all try to achieve.
KAROLINA SJÖLUND
I am twenty-one and I'm from Finland . Three words that describe me
are: confused, green and single. My first impression of the camp was
confusion. I hope I'll improve my English here and meet new people,
and also hear what they think about my country and culture. For me,
peace is something that has to exist – everyone should have food, water
and peace. I hope that it won't be a question mark one day, but
exclamation one!

MARTIN DZUTESKI
I am seventeen and I come from Macedonia . I can't really think of three
words that would describe me. My first impression of this camp can fit
into one word: beautiful! I expect to meet many new people here. I think
peace is communication with people without conflict.

MILKA VUKOBRATOVIC
I am a funny, sleepy and smart eighteen-year-old from Serbia . I expect
this camp to provide me with an adventure. When I got here, I thought it
was too clean! I think of peace as a way of life.

STEFAN – CIPRIAN AIONESCI
I come from Romania . I am twenty-three and I must admit it's hard to
think of three words to describe myself. I love this camp – actually, not
only the camp, I love this country! I hope I will make new friends and
have a real adventure. When I hear the word 'peace', I think of a
harmony.

MIRA NJENJIC
I am twenty and I come from Bosnia and Herzegovina . I am persistant,
stubborn and smile all the time. When I got here, I first noticed the camp
was better than I've expected, the food is great, and people are so laidback. I've come here to have a good time and make new friends.

SVETOZAR DASKALOV
I am twenty-one, and I am from Bulgaria . I am a peaceful, happy
workaholic. I've come here to learn more about countries that are
represented here – especially my neighbouring countries. When I came
here, the first thing I noticed was the beautiful nature. I think of peace as
a life without conflict.

